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To determine such a policy requires a 
great amount Of computing time. However, t.his computing time can be. 
reduced with a dynamic prog'ramming and markov processes approach. 
j"' .;~ __ ,. The thesis will cover the procedure in determining an optimal policy 
using such an approach. J 
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C . - ·I\ ·INTRODUCTION ·1 
Most inventory models that have a s9lution place an order for a 
si.n·gle delivery at a later date. For example, at the beginning .of the 
. month an order is determined _and placed fo:r: delivery" at the end of the 
month. However, deliveries in some cases may be made more often at 
~-
' less cost. For example, if one determines and places an order at the 
beginning· of the month, it may be more economical to specify partial 
delivery at the end of ~ach week dur"'ing the month. The problem now 
becomes one of determining a specific delivery to be made at the end 
· of each of four weeks. 
The solution to this· type of problem can be found by enumerating 
' 
all possible combinations of delivery schedules,. computing the cost 1-----r ""! 
of each,.· and finally selecting the combination. that yields the gfeat- --" 
-' ,est economy: To make such a procedure possible one must establish a . 
·manageabl.e number of states ,or levels of inventory -t~at. the system can 
take·on. For., example, the states can be defined as in Table I with 
the- corresponding class marks _arid. class intervals. In this e~ple the 
delivery amount$ are in increments of 100. ·1f for this proble~ 4 · 
l_ 
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' -
opt1:onal delive~y amounts are considered for each of ·4 weeks,· 4 x 4 x 4 
x 4 or 256 policies must be evaluated for each, state. Now if all 6 
s'tates are included in one system, 2566 or ·281, 474, 976, 
1
710, 565 · 
policies must be evaluated. Since the effort is too-great in evalu-
'l 
\ . 
I ating so many policies, another method must be used. Dyn3.J:8iC program-
. I 
ming (2, 3, 4, 19J 'has been deVel~ped so. that not ~11, polfcies need to 
be evaluated. Ronald ff.award [11] goes further and takes into,' 1account 
-the probability of transition from one state to another by comb'ining 
markov processes with dynamic progranuning. In chapters 4 and 5 dynfl.Dlic 
programmirtg·and markov· processes,are discussed in greater detail ·and 
. in chapter"6 the application of this ·method to the solution of the,· 
problem is discussed. 
\ 
JI 
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2. . DESCRIPTION OF T--HE PROBLEM 
'J;he · inventory ·system that will be discussed is one where 
the 
~~oduc~ has a contin~ous d~~and and is continuously produced. The 
question that remains is what quantity should be ordered 
for delivery. 
So that th~ problem can be described more clearly, ~ specifi
c procedure 
will.be discussed. This procedure is one. that is in oper
ation presently 




At the beginning of the month the requirements for, the mo
nth are 
.- . ti 
dete·rmined. The inventory level is ~becked and a forecas
t of the months .. 
demand made. If· the- invent.o_ry level is above or below th
e <;iesired 
level, a correction is made such that the correction will.









$hpwn ·in Figure 1. The computation of the .order quantity is as follows: 
. Q = FD + 1/3 ( DL. - PL) 
where: 
Q·= Order Quan~ity 
FD~ Forecasted Demand 
.. 
,. 
;: ..... ·:· 
!,.:~· -. -.. 
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~L = Present Inventory Level .. 




·· which may or may not be the company's own manufacturing
 shop. Partial 
deli~ery is· made each wee~. 
l 
The amount will depend on what has been 
' . 
com~leted and inspected. The quantities that can be expe
ct.ed to be 
delivered are given in percent rif order quantity in ·Table
 II. 
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.. The present procedure is simpl!3 and once es'tablished will require 
cumparatively little computation time. After the desired inventory 
' 
· level has been established, the coin~utation for order quant~ty can be 
done on a desk calculator. Or, if many differetit ·products are ordered, 
... 
·\ a computer, can be used. 
<::" 
..,_, 
If the order is to the Company's own s~op, another advantage is 
',,. 
·-'· ~:·r- that the shop has the freedom to .schedule· the R,rdduction. · for "example, 
.;,,,,, 
the shop can schedule tq produce a product any time during the month I . 
which may mean producing the entire order during the last week. · 
Disadvantages of Pr~sent Procedure 
Since the order quantity is t~e requirement for the month and the 
" supplier is free to make delivery or ·parttal deliveries anytime during 
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. ,-·-·Proposed Procedure 
'In .this procedure an .. 9rder'ing .'J)Olicy is established. Thijt..' is, 
.\ 
\. after the' beginning of the month tnventory level is checked, an amount 
1s specified for. delivery· during each of the four weeks. It is in 
.this proceduTe that a manageable number of states or inve.ntory levels·· 
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,-
as illti~tr~t~d-in Table I must be established. 
Advantages of Proposed Procedure 
· By- specifying delivery quantities inventory is controlled within 
closer limits. The major adjustment _is .duririg the first week- after 
, 
·placing the order and therefore the inventory level is brought into line 
quickly-. Because the response is quicker the probab:Ll i ty of- stockout 
· is .reduced while keeping the average· inventory level .lower which results 
in lower holding costs. 
--Another advantage is that once a policy is established no compu-
tations·-· ne_ed to be made when determining an ·order and delivery schedule. 
-Or~e~merely ascertains the inventory level and t~en looks up the ordering 
::- \ . 
\ 
-polfcy ~or that ii:iven-tory level and places the1 order. 
~,-~. 
Disadvantages of Proposed Proced~re 
, 
The computing time required to determine a policy is large. It is 
necessary to use a higher speed computer such as an IBM 7090 so that the 
time does not become excessive. Another dis•dvaritage is that this 
procedure ·puts restrictions on the .supplier. The -suppJ.ier no longer 
has the freedom he had before when he could schedule the ent~re pro-
. a 
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• ... • ···- - • ~··· \ 
·. ' • 
- [~~ '. 
to ope~ate at a non-6ptimal level.- Also the major· adjustment of --pro- . ( 
'1'-. ' 
,I - I : -
__ __._ ______ l._ .- -- . - -- 1 ~ 1· 
---
duction is during the first w·eek'. of .the month~ Less time is available 
I " 
t.-. 
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- · 3. INVENTORY MODEi .... · . t . .1, 
.( 
To discuss the inventory model,· states will be defined as given 
in Table I. · _The model shown in Figure 2 is ,set up using these six 
· states. Also, the demand distribution is defined as follows: !. -J 
pl Probability of no demand ... ·.,.= 
P2 - Probability that 100 are demanded 
P3·= Probability that 200 are demanded 
' 
p4 Probability that 300 I' demanded ~ are 
Assumptions· 
The following assumptions are made in the prop·osed inventory model: 
. '. 
1. The process is ergodic. That is, the weekly demand distribution 
function does not change with time. The discrete demand probabilities 
will be the same in the future· as now. 
·; 
__J-2. ·The demand distribution is dfscrete rather than continuous. 
3. The order quantity will 1 be determined after the last delivery 
of the ·preceding month, and the order will be placed at the beginning 
--· .... ~. 
of· the current month. 
-· · 
4. Delivery, · any, will be made at the end of each week. 
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uni ts (State 4). The. in-ventory system at the· end of we~k. l wi1-l be: iq . 
.. . .. , 
---~:,; • . . • • ' ,- t- '"<-> . :<t 
state·t1(7) with probability P1 , state Tl(6)with p~obability P2, ~tate 
Tl(5) with probability P3 and state~T1(4) with probability, P4 . At this ~ . - ~ 
--''--· 
--
. point a delivery n1 ts made which -in this diagram is 300 units. There-
" 
I fbre, the inventory level is raised 3 states. I The diagram shows only 
· ..··_ - · partially the ·changes so that the process may be seen more clearly. In 
,·-· . 7 •· 
- . 
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Diagram .Show·ing Partially 
·_ (St.ates) For The Nex.t 
The Possible Inventory Level~ 












' Schedule. ·· 1. 
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·, 
. . . 
actuality the inventory level changes from state Tl(7) to state Tl(lO), 
/ 
from state 'Tl(6) to state Tl(9), and so on until all changes are 
• p 
accounted .fo~. In each change the appropriat~ probability is carried 
along. r··'"' ,,_____ 
During the second wee'k the number of possible transitions increases. 
The probability of being in state- T2(13) at the end of .week 2 before 
~.-- _ .. 
delivery N2 is p 1p1 . Q That is, the probability of being in state Tl(lO) 
multiplied by the probability of no·demand. Also, the probability of 
being in state T2(12) before delivery N2 is P2P1 + P1P2 1l That is, the 
probability of being in state Tl(9) multiplied by the probability of a 
100 unit demand pl_us· the probability of being in. state Tl(lO) multiplied 
by the probability of no demand. Thfs-pro~edure is continued until all 
probabilit i"es a!e computed. 1' . { . 
., ... 
At the end of week 2 a delivery n.2 is made and all of the inventory 
levels with their respective prob~bilities,must be changed in the same 
-1-
.. 
manner as at the end of week 1. Thi's flt;ocess is continued until the. 
end of week 5 is reached. 
.Y 
The reason -- that the process must be taken to the end of week 5 
- I 
t ' . 
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' ~- . 
concerned to the decision being made at the beginning of week 1. 
' 
Also, the events· during week 1 ~re not charge~ble to.the present 
decision. The· charges·to--the present decision are not started ·until 
" 
the first delivery is made. This delivery is the first response to the 
decision. 
-. ' 
.. 6 .. , \ 
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..4. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING [2, 3J_ 
. ' 
Sin·ce it takes a great amount of .computing time to determine the . 
-
· cost of ~ill possible combinations of deliveries, it .becomes necessary to 
find another way to find an optimal solution. This can be done by 
\ 
.. using· dynamic progr.amm~ng ._ Dynamic programming is based on the use 
' I of functional equation.s and the principle of optimality keeping in miricf 
I computation _techniques that can be· used on digital computers. Usually/, 
. 
. I 
• /this technique is an iterative process. In the Course of this dis- / 
cussion the theory of dynamic programming will be covered and some'1-
applications examined. To make dynamic programming more.practical, one 
has to al,so develop a technique in apply~ng it. To see what these· 




So that we may proceed more clearly, some definitions DJUSt be set1 
Decision Process. If at a stage in.'a process one has a choice of 
activity he might apply to the system, there is a decision process. 
,/ 
Th~re are two types of decision processes, a single-stage process and a 
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___ .. __ ,, ____ t~ __ :_th~. system ~t Q!lly _one ... point in the .. -p.rocess •. While in the multi-stage - -----~:-----~------·-+·:-
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decision process are not necessarily the same at "'fall points in the ·proces:; . 
., 
_Policy •. Any choice of activity or sequence of activities is a , .. ' 
policy. If the choic·e i's such that the policy produces a maximum- return, 
the policy is an optimal policy. 
A -Discussion o~ Decision Proce~es 
r 
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-_ .c~n quantity of· a- resource. This resource_ may be_ money, men, · ma- -
chines or materials such as water for agriculture or industry or fuel 
to operate -machines. Now, if there are several ways of allocating these 
resources, a conflict of interests arises. The question now is how 
I 
should these allocations be made considering ~11 of the interests. 
The inventqry problem is an example of considering several inter;.. 
ests. One must try to keep down the holding cost while at the same time 
keep down the shortage cost. Also, if the delivery cost is high one 
might want to ask for larger quantities delive~ed and fewer deliveries. 
To determine what is the best allocation, one has to_pe able to 
meas.ure the return _resulting from each activity. 
..... 
·In i;nventory this 
r . 
.. 
means that the total cost must be determined. A lo~r cost for one 
l ~ policy over another policy means that the fir~t policy is preferred. 
Construction of a Mathematical Model. It is possible to set down 
' ' 
a decision process in mathematical form 1:1y determin:f.ng a. returnvrrunction 
and the restraints. To wr~te these functions, one must number each 
activity uniquely. -That is,' if there are N activities, they are num-) 
,. 
bered 1, 2, 3, •• >, N. The wa1y .. the activities are numbered is un-
.. 
e1 important but once specifie·d must be adhered to. 
_ activity· and t~_: amount_ of resource allocated. _ ~f · xi is the amount of 
., 
resource allocated to activity i, then g i (xi) is the. return from the 
- J - . 
ith activity. II the activities are assumed to be independent of each 
- other. and the individual re.turn functions are· assumed to be additive, 
the total return function can. be written as: 
'- . ,. 
., 
·. ~ ~ -. 
..J 
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The ease in the maximization of this function depends on ·the co~:-
\ 
'y 
. straints. ·of the system. 
Constrain·ts are -usually imposed on the system because of the 
resources avj~lable and-because only posi~fve resources can be assigned. 
The constraints take the form: 
x·. ~ O, 
. 1 
• • • . + 
, . .d.. 
X. = X 
.n 
. i. 
(-- -i. = 1 , 2 , • • • , n 
. '"";~ .. ,· . 
.  ' 
·• 
Other constraint~ of ·course must be added as necessary • 
Functional Equations. · These equations are the basis of dynami~ 
. . ! 
., programmi-·ng. Suppose the. return function is defined as: 
• • •' X ) 
n 
with the restrictions: 
x. > o, ]. 
• • • + X - cK n 
i=l, 2, .•. ,·n 
• • • + g (x ) 
n n 
To determine· the optimaJ. policy is to find the maximum return, 
' ~ 
·and this opti~izing function is defined as:· 
1. 
' 
Let us. observe:· 
·i 
f (x :) = 
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· .f (x ) 
n n -· 
Fin·ally: 
Max 
. ·- I 
0 <x < X · 
- n·r.._. ... ,, 
. ~ .... ) 
.•.•.. + 
.• -.... f. 
.:-· i • . . 
~·-
.To use this function we must define: 
L· 
. . 
Now fn(x) can be computed by an iterative process. This p·rocess 
.will be demonstrated in an example later. 
· Principle of Optimality. The following is the definition given 
by Bellman and Dreyfus 3 
• "An optimal policy has the property tha_t 
whatever the initial state and initial decision are, the remaining 
. . . 
· decisions must, ConStifi1te ah Q.ptimal policy with "regard to the state 
'· 




' The principle .. has already been established abov,e. That is, gn(xn) 
'. 
can be considered a.s the. initial decision ~pd f
0
-.1(x - ~) as the 
optimal policy constituting .the r~~aining decisions-. . l. . 
" 
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·-·A~ Application f I . 
To illustrate· the. use of dynamic programming, le.-t us examine an 
inventory contr61 problem as dtscussed by Bhatia and Garg [4]. In this 
· ·--··,problem the demand during each .of the next n periods is known and it 
is des·ired that an optimal delivery schedule be determ·ined. That is, 
to determine the least cost schedule. The following are defined: 
0 
r i - Requirement for period i. 
xi= Quantity to be delivered at the begirining of period i. 
s 
-
Fixed c6st per delivery. 
~ -
,, 
Inventbry holding cost per unit per period. 
I ( T, t) 
1'1" 
Inventory holding cost from beginning of .period T t.o -.-.end 
of period t .. , 
R(T, t) Total.cost to end of period t. 
; 
. I , 
f{t) - Minimized cost to _end of period t. 
The functional equation is written as: 
R(T,'t) ~ S + I(T, t) + f(T-1) 
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· The expression for I(T,t) can be written in terms of._--.x.r'and ri's· 
as follows: 
I(T,t) 
== . x[<x.r - rT) + (rT)/2 • 
< . 
J +· (x. -· 
T 
-~,. r T ·+ rr+1> + (rT+l)/2 
+ • . . • 
+ (rt)/2] \Ill ' 
t· 
- . A (t 
.,,.; T) XT ~ (t . i)ri - CK: ... ]. -
i=T 
The functional equations are now in a form ready for computations. _ 








. -~;. :; 
\ $.02 per unit per period 
~' 
. ' 






S - $15. 00 per delivery 
.. I 


























... · ----,,----···--,.-~· · ··::. · . ·· .. ~ .. --.--"---:: __ ~T-be solution is· given in· raole II I. 
,., ., ' 
l 
L., It-·i·s rioted. that the· ·costs·-- -·--·-·· .. - ,·-~----- ...... r 
:, ·"'.· 
are slightly different than those given by Bhatia and Garg "[ 4] • · 
Bhatia and Garg only considered the holding cost ·of inventory that : is· 
being held for depletion during a later period. However, while the 
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\ : "1 
. I TABLE Ill - Solution 
' :.;. 
. . : . 
Del~very Schedule: Costs 
.t T . x1, 
8~ ~ x4 X5 f(T-1) I(T,t) s 
1 .l 0 100 .,,,. 0 1 15 ! 
' . ·, I. 
I -
2 1 300 1 . - . . . 0 7 15. ' . \ 2· 100 200 l 16 2 15 
i• 
'!, .. 
3 1 600 " 
- - 0 22 15 2 ·100 . ·500 · 
- 16 11 · 15 3 ·300 # 
- # 300 ·22 3 15 
0 
4 1 850 · 
- - - 0. 39.50 15 ' 2 100 750 
- -
. 16 23.50 15 C, 3 300 # 
- # ' 550 
- 22 . 10.so. ·. 15 
4 600 # . - # 
- # 250 37 2.50 15 
! j 
~-
"' 5 -1 1000 
- -
I 
- - 0 53 . 15 2 100. · 900 ·. 
-
- - 16 34 15 3 300 # 
- # 700 
- -
. ).- ·- 22 18 15 J 4 600 # - # l - # 400 - 37 '1 15 · 5 300 #' 
- # 550 # 
-· # 150 47.50 1.50 · 1s.· 
* Least Cost for·all Periods! Considered Through Period t. 
·' . 
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\ I . $22. 00 ·., 
. $37,. 00 
~ 
.. 
. $47. 50 ·. 
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' . Comments I Q " 
" . 
Dynamic programming has · two advantages which are1 important in the 
solu'tion to. multi'-delive1·y inventory systems. One -is that it provide~ . 
a- procedure to solve allocation problems that could not be- solved be-
" .:·_·· ,,-•_ 
. . fore. The second is that when optirnizing,--~e number of necessary 
computations is reduced. When working with an n-stage inventory control 
n~l - -problem such as the one that was. illustrated, 2 computations are. -- I 
ne~essary if all possible combinations are considered and n(n+l)/2 · 
computations ·-tif a dynamic programming approach is used •. However,.: the 
reduction in the number of computations is not realized until- a problem 
of more than 5 stages is encountered [4]. 
The theory of dynamic programming is brief.. It consists- of a 
,, 
development of a functional equation and the principle of optimality. 
Later in another ·chapter it will be· shown how dynamic programming can 
I 
be used on the problem in this thesis in much the sam~ way that Bhatia 
.. 
and Garg Qsed ~t. Bhatia and Garg assu~ed a known demand while1 in 
-s<;>l ving the thesis problem ·an assumed distribution of demand will' be 
" 
"" ·used. 
·- ___ .... __ . ....:.. -
- --··-----~- --- .. ---·.-
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-~ 5. OOMBINING DYNAMIC PROGRAMMlNG WITH MARKOV PROCESSES. 
A powe.rful mathematical procedure has been -- developed l?Y Ronald · 
Howard [ 11]. .He combined dynamic programming with ~arkov pro,cesses 
, 
and developed· a policy-iteration method which can be used to solve 
complex systems such as the inventory ·system that is being discussed. 
The concept of markov processes will be discussed first, then the con-
,r .... , 
" 'cept of allowing alternatives will be added. - This will lead into the 
necessity·of using dynamic programming to reduce the number of compu-. •;' . 
tat i.ons. 
,, Markov Processes 
The basic concept of a markov process includes the idea of a st·ate 
I 
and the idea of a transition from one state to another state. If a 
system·can take on one or more states that can be defined and if the I_ 
system can change from one state to another, we have a markov process. 
' ' To define a markov process specifically, one needs to know the prob-
abilities in going from one state to another. A transition matrix is 
used in specifying all of the transition probabilities involved. Each ~ -, . 
element (P1j) of this matrix is defined as the probability of going 
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" ' - . 
I zero and 1. 
' --.i 
" 
. " Let us n·ow discuss an example. i Ronald Howard [ li] discusses the 
toymaker problem, so we will. take. a look at his discussion. In this 
·j 
I 
, problem theret are two states,· state 1 if the toymaker has a successful 
toy (selling his toy) and state 2 if he has an unsuccessful toy .(not 
18. 
·.. ., 
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r ~- ·selling his toy). · If he is in· state 1, the probability of staying. in 
state 1 is .50 and consequently, the probability of making a transition 
to state 2 is .50. If 'he is in state 2, the probabi~ity of making a 
transition to state 1 is .40 and, consequently, the probability of 
staying in state 2 is .60. -That is pll ·= .~o, pl2 .. 50, p21 = ·.40, 
P22 = ·• 60. In matrix form this is: 








-r·so " .50 
-
.40 .60 
On~ can· associate. a reward with each transition. That is, ·if'·~ \ 
--/ 
:~ . 
transition is made fr.om state i to state j, _a-reward r .. is associated D 
_lJ ,.;·S-' 
with that transition. Now we can write these rewards in matrix form 
,similar to the tr~nsition matrix. , This matrix is ~an~J the reward 
matrix R. Suppose we again illustrate with the toymaker example used 
by Howard [11] where r 11 = 9, r 12 - 3, r 21 = 3 and r 22 = -7. Then the 
.. . 
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Tfie negative values represent cps,ts. 
· .. ;, ( . . . . f ·' ·, &. 
... 
. 
Suppose we have an N· state system and are intereste~ determining 
the total reward for the next n periods given that the system is -in 
. state i. Using Howard's notation let vi (n) be defined as the total 
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reward equatiotf is:·· 
II. 
··-·. 




~pi. [r LJ '· J ij 
j=l 
where: 
i -- 1, · 2, 
••• , N 
n = 1, 2, • • • J 
. ' .,~ 
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The above equations can also be written 
N N 
v. (n) 
1 =·r:·· """'"'. 
p .. r .... ~ 
lJ 1J ~L P .. v .(n-1) 1J J 
....... -~i.: 
.. f' 
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•. 
The fir.st term is the immediate·reward while the second term is. the 
reward for the remaining n-1 periods. As we can see·vi(n) can be 
Table IV.· Total Expected Rewards 
. ,_ 
•, .. ·' 
. _:~; 
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Total 
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' . 
computed using anite'rati've process given a starting·state vi(O). . lJ 
"·- . 
· ·Again going to the toymaker e·xample the numE'!rical rewards can be 
computed·as in Table lV.[11] ... ~1 (0) and v2 (0) are assumed to be zero. 
One can see more clearly what happens with ,the total expected 
reward if the rewards in ·Table IV are plotted as sho:wn in Figure 3 [ 11]. 
As the number of periods n increases, .the expected ·reward· approa:ches -
asymptotically a linear line. The· equation of this line ii: 
where 
g. - slope of li_ne 
1 
/., 
v - coor~inate intercept of line· i 
If the system is ergodic, then all g. 's are equal and we c~n write 1 
· v . ( n) = -ng + v . 1 . 1 
j .• We have now developed a method for computing rewards of a s-pecific 
process. Now we will continue and introduce the ·idea of allowing al-
I 
ternatives and develop a method for determining the optimal·policy. 
Alternates 
,. 
Suppose we again·take the toymaker example to illustrate how the 
.. 
. idea ()f .working with alternatives wi 11 work .• If the toymakeriis in state 
-· ·"·~-"- -- . .. - ' .... '~- ...... _,. -----· 1, he· can alter the -transi't'icJn···proli'abilities a.nd assoc:fa'f-ed rewards 
. . 
• J• 
by taking another a~tiQn ~ If. he does no advertising the transition 
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.1-"-j, 
probabilities and associated rewards_ are [P1j] = [. 50 . 50] and [r lj] -
[9 3] respectively ... However, if he does advertise, tbe transition· 
probabilities and associ-a.ted rewards become [P 1} :- [. 80 . 20} and 
[r J = [4 ·4]. Als_o, if the tovmaker is in state 2, two alternatives . lj ,11m, 
.. 
-
. ~-· . --·:; ~- .. it: . 
' ... 
=-
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· · are open to him, namely, do no research or do. research. If ·be does 
t 
•• no research the transition probabilities and associated rewards are ~ 
. [ P2j] - [ . 40 • 60] .and [ r 2 j] = T 3 .. 7] ,· and if he does research the , 
... 
, .!ransition J)rpbabilities .arid associated rewards become [P2j] = [ .70 .30] 
~ 
•·'--·I, 
· and [ r2j] . = [ 1 -19] respec·'tively. t ' 
1·et us now use the superscript· K to indicate the alternate chosen . . 
Thus, we can write the optimal tot·al reward ·equation as: 
I '.··--:-<·:l.• r: N. 
. ' 
V :t (n) K +E K = Max q. P .. v.(n-1) 1 lJ J K 
j 1 
To compute numerical values, vi(O) and v2(0) are again equal to zero. 
•, 
.. ~ The maximum rewards for each period are given in Table V below. The 
e· 
. notation d 1_(n) and d2 (n) are defined. a·s the alternative producing maxi-
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We now have· a way of evaluating alternative actions and determining. 
,--~ 
' . 
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_Next. we will look at how we can· evaluate and find optimal ·poli- -
cies-which mean~ looking at a system where actions are evaluated" for : ' ,ti. -
·an infinite number of -periods. 
~olicy-Iteration 
.. i-.. , 
The pol icy-iteration method as developed by :Qoward I 11] . consists V 
y 
"' of t-o parts, a ~alue-determinatibn operation ~nd a policy-improve-. 
ment routine. The·value-determination operations computes the gain 
-~, g and all the coordinate intercepts Vi of a given policy. And the 
_, -
,, policy-impr,ovement routine uses the results of the value-determination 
owrration to· search for an improved policy. The. procedure continues 
' 
to cycle between these two parts tintil an optimal policy is-deter-
mined. 
V.alue-:Determination- Operation. As determined before the total ex-
~cted reward can -be written as: 
lJ>'i··. ··• 
P .. v~(n-1) lJ J 
i -
'---, ---' - . 
------ ,. 
_Also, we have found that in an -ergodic proc~ss, vi(n) approaches a 
I linear line of the form ,· . 
reward equation.we hav~ 
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We now have N simultaneous equations Vfith N + 1- unknowns •. To solve 
' . 
. this se·t· of equations we must set one vi to zero. Suppose we set vN 
to zero. Then we can solve for the values of all other vi's and. g and 
we are ready to go_on·to the policy-~mprovement routine • 
• 
Policy-Improvement/Routine. As was seen before the test quantity :ls: 
•,i.. 
' 
' By substituting vj(n) = ng + vj this test quantity becomes: 
N 
K 




q i+ i . 
j=l 
N 
ng~P~. L.,,,J lJ 
j=l-







'. ,, l 




test_ quantity becomes: 
N 
!' \ 
K L'K q1· + - p. :v. 
. . lJ J 





now search for an improved p~licy by maximizing the test quantity. 
N .. . -~--~ 
. (J!i' 
. 1 • 
.. 
, . 




.. 4fter a new.improved policy.has been found, we go back to the value-
d~termiµationoperation and compute new values for g and- the v.'s. 
~- 1 
' -
















· an optimal· policy has been found and the computation ceases. 
. ,An Exarnele . 
·/ 
. . . 
Again we c·an use the. toymaker problem to illustrate our procedure._. 
In the value-determination-operation the.following simultaneous 
equations must be solved._ 
or 
r 
g + vl - ql + pllvl + P12V2 -
g ... V = q + P21V1 + p22v2 2 .2 
-
g + V 
1
. = 6 + . 50v .. 1 + • 50V2 
g + V. - -3 + . 40v l + . 60v 
"2 
-· I 2 <' 
. :, . 
.I",,.;:.' 
' .· :~~~- ~ 
,• . 
Setting v2 = O and solving for v1 and g yields g = 1 and v1 = 10. · Now 
:0 
we go into·the ~olicy-improvement routine. This procedure is illustrated 
in Tabl~ VI [ 11] • 
, ' 
,,. 
. Table VI. Toymaker Policy-Improvement Routine 








K ~ K 
,qi + L.J Pijv j 
j=l 
6 + o.~oc10) + o.soco> = 11 
.. 
-i:y•.· 
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. -- ,. "' -
.. . ... " 
. 
·., 
-- 2 . 
- 1 · -3 + o.~0(10) +'0.60(0) = 1 
~-~-- ----~---~-
.) . / 
2 
-5 + 0.70(10) + 0.30(0) ~ 2 - .. _ ..... ---t ....... -"·· 
The arrows point to the alternative that g1 ves an i_mp:roved policy. We 
.t ~ · ·can now go back to. the value-determination operat·ion and compute new· 
_I' C 
.; .... , 
values for g, v. and v • The simultaneous _equations are: l 2 •. 
.. 
. . 
. 26 .. 
': 
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' • = ~- i; -~-- ~. 
•=,_ --~'--
. e 
.. ,'i . 
ci. • '., 
. •' .. '", 
' . ' 
, g .+ V . ::: ·4 + . 80v + 20v / ~ 1 ... 1 .. 2 
I . 
g + ·v2 = -5 + .70v1 + .30v2 ·_ 
I 
Again setting v2 - 0 and.solving for v 1 and g yields g.= 2 and v 1 10 . 
. Note that the gai'n g has imp_roved . Now we are ready to go back to the 
·policy-improvement routine. Sin.ce v 
1 
and. v2 · have the same value as 
before, the policy-improvement calculations will be the same as before 
, 
ip Table VI. Therefor-e, we- have n~ompleted the computations; The 
~- optimal policy is that if the toymaker is in state 1 (has a successful 
· toy), he shoul9 choose alternative 2 (do advertising). If he is in 
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·. · 6. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
, j. 
. ·.~ ----
We are !}Ow· ready to work with the proposed inventory model. 
' . 
However, · to make the solutioD;, more ·useful, let us expand the model from 
what was proposed --in chapter 3. Let us increase the number. of .states 
· to 15. 
I; 
~' J 
As before we will look ahead 5 weeks. Since the results of a 
_ decision made at the beginning of· the month affects the system for 5 
weeks, we must r charge to this decision the rewards associated wi tJt 
~ 
Also we do not charge t6'· this decision 
. r----
Week 1 for the present decision period is 
this system through week 5. 
until week 1 is c,empleted. 
t ,. 
', ....... ~' 
week 5 for the preceding decision period. 
·in Figure 4. 
The expanded model is shown 
. , 
.<(_ 
It is further proposed that we allow the demand distribution func-
·--
t ion to take on 8 levels. ~s shown· in Figure 4 the system can take. on 
. .,. 
15 states at -the _firs0t arid last stage of the time period we are !poking 
at. The system can ~take on 22, 23, 26 and 21 stat~at stages 2, 3, 4 
. and 5 respectively. 
I . 
• I i .. ~ / ... S..\(·. 
Computation Procedure· · 
• ,• ··-v-:-;,I'··•~·-··-·-• ~ ..... ~•--~· -- .._ __ 
· · · The _computation procedure includes· computing the transition prQb-
proble~) during the policy-improvement routine arid computing the total 
~ . 
-) \ 
·expected rewards. and gain of the system ~uring the v·al.ue-determination 
.. 
operation.. This· procedure is similar to the o~~ used. by Ken Larson [ 12] 
.. 
-~ 
in his· study of a single delivery inventory_ system. 
28. 
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. . . 
. We enter the iteration cycie in . the value-determination operation~ 
T 
. ·we assume a policy and then compute the transition matrix and immediate 
· .·. rew-ards for the given policy. ~e then go ahead· and solve the 15 simul-
taneous equations below for g, v1 , v2 , •••• , v14 ; v15 ,is_assumed to 
be zero. 
15. 
g + vi= qi +L ~i/j · , __ 1 - 1, a, e • • , 15 
" J , -
' 
. · After -these equations are solved, we enter the policy-improvement rou-
0 
· tine. 
.I Starting.at each state·~f the system the transition· probabilities 
I) 
are computed. The value of these probabilities will depend on the 
. delivery policy chosen. So t~at not all possible policies-need to be 
tried, dynamic programming will be used similar to the way Bhatia and 
-. 
·Garg [ 4] used it.. The difference being that tney_ assume_d a known· 
demand while we will work with a discrete demand distribution. We can 
"-".!!::-;,, do this by working with 8 transitions at each stage and attaching the 
'i 
r aJ)propriate probability ,to. each. 
While we are computing transition probabilities, we can accumulate 
the immediate rewards associated with the improved ·policy. The re-I . 
. _,,,_ .......... ____ ...... ~----.-, .. - .. -· ........ , ......... , .~ . ~ . ..': -
. 
. . ' 
--
__J. • • · ·... ; . wards ·a·re negative in our system arid' lnclude holding cost, ordering 
·_, .. - ,, 
._ . .. 
·. : .,, .-·-- --·· 
cost, deli very. cost ·and shortage __ cos.t ..... - .. -- 'ijle costs are· eemputed as · .. -· ---- ,-- - --- - ----- . 
. ,t.' 'a:. 
. fallows: 
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. j ~ . 
.,.,,-
· I S·O. 
s 
I < o-
- F . ·- . 
.' 
if I - > O-
·F-
.... 
S = Ordering. Cost ($/order)" 
...... ~ 
;:_ 'f 
DC:.= Delivery _--Cost ($/delivery) 
,, 
···.--I 
H = Holding Cost ($/unit/week) 






Inventory State at Start of Week 
i 
1 - Inventory State at End of Week F, 
: ... , 





. . P8 ·- ·Probability of Being in Inventory State 18 




' ~·:' . 
'•''"' 
L. 
PF = Probabifity of Making Transition to I'nventory State IF 
, .... ,.,./ 
As we proceed from week to week the costs are accumulated aqd· the 
delivery alternative that costs least for eich week.chosen as the im-
· proved policy. The\,> procedure is continued. until all starting states 
J 
'· operation. If the improved policy-is identical to the precedi~g 
---- - ----~---- -- ··-----------,--------~ --------~----------------·---- --
-
. policy, we.have completed computations and.have found the optimal policy. . ·\ 
1, 
'i 
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· 7. EVAWATION ., . 
Simulating ·Two Pro.cedures 
So that the above procedure can be evaluated, it· can be simulated 
and the results compared with the results of a simulation using the 
procedure presently being used. In fact , we can go further and set up 
. a factor±al exp~riment vihich will also include variations of the cost·s 
•· 
being considered. The costs given in Table VII will be ·used,. The 
•, 
. ordering cost will. not be incl4ded in the analysis because it has been 
" found that an order is always placed, therefore, does not affect the 
economic analysis. In these simulations a normal weekly demand wi 11 
be used. The mean· is 4000 units/wk and the standard deviation is 1000 " . J l. t 
units. 
, ,, 
The optimal policy, determined by using the proposed proced·ure and . .... 
the likely costs given in .Table VII, will be taken as the decision 
rules for the first simulation. The discrete demand distri.Cution used 
. 
in determining this optimal policy .,is- given· in Table VIII .. _ We will 
note that this ·demand distribution is normal with the. class marks put 
·~t the mean and at·± cr, ± 2cr., and ± 3cr. 
are given in Table IX. 
. ' 
' The resulting decision rules 
·~:.,. .. 
.. 
. _.a.. .. 
f-,- • I . . 
\. 
,. I 
'.r ,.-. t ~ 
1 


















The decisfbn rules for tb~· ·second simulation are as .... b~low: 
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. •C" J I. 
FD = 4 x mean = 16000 · units/mo 
. r . -
. 
. 
·safety Stpck =. ~. 64 x- / 4cr = 3280 uni ts . 
DL ·= Safety Stock + FD/4 
. . 
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Costs· Included ln Analysis 
Low ·:Likely ·High 
$5.00 $12.QO $20.00 
.0058 · .0192 .0337 
' 
.0385 .3846 1. 3462 
Discrete Demand Distribution 
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. . .. 
· TABLE IX.. Decision ·Rules· For 'Firs-t Simulation 
If Inventory System ls In 
State 1 (-.3, 000) 
State 2 (-2 ,000) 
State 3 (-1,000) 
' 
-State 4 ( 0 ) 
State 5 (1,000) 
State 6 (2,000) 
State 7 (3,000) 
State 8 (4,000)-. 
State 9 ('5,000) 
r • 






. . ' .. 
State 14(10,000) 
-- - -- -· .
 ¥". 








































































4000 · : 5000 · 
. . 
4000 · .·5000. 
i . '-
:· .. -- .. -
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·, • I 
• 
N.· ·=·· .10 x Q l' .. _ . 
N .25 X Q 
2. 
N3 - .25 X Q 





Each simulation is made for a period of two years. The total cost 
will be used to make all comparisons. Table X lists the results of 
, 
two replications for each cell in the factorial design.·· 
Analysis of Variance 
An analysis of variance can-be made on the data given in Table 
) 
X~ This table includes data from two replications of the simulation. 
The results of the analy$·:is ~f variance is given in Table XI. The 
F-statistics that are computed indicate that at the 95% confidence 
level, there is a significant difference between· the total costs-
resul ting fr-Om the two sets of decisio,n rules, a significant difference · 
,' . ~ ; 
resulting from the three shortage .J~os .. ts, and a significant· diffeTence " 
resulting· from the interaction between the sets of decision rules 
and t.he shortage costs. After studying the data in Table X more 
closely, we can note that as the shortage cost· increases, the differ-
.L 
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I 3 
ence ·between the total costs resulting from the two ·sets of decision-~ . . 
.. 
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,\\' Difference ·of Two- ,Means Test 
. To make a comparison between .. the two·· s·ets of decision. rulea ,_ a .. 
. ... 
Scheffe test. [21]·. can 
1
be made ·on p·art. of the data used· i·n the .a~aiy~is 
of variance .. The data ·used is given in Table XIII and are the results 
· of simulations using lik-ely costs. The computations of the Scheffe 
. --J 
-
.. ~ 3_5 
... 
. . 
-ti- ' . 
.. 
-~- . 
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. . · 
'e ,'- ." . 
... 
. 
,i I,, . .· .... 
1.:.. (. 
'· ,_ 
· test are shown in F:igtlre 6. After comparing the statistic. A~) 
with the contrast ~' 1Jle can state with 75% con:fidence that the use 
of. the . proposed decision rifles will result in a lower total cost. · 
Another comparison that can be made is the Student's t-test [20]. 
, For this test data ,other than ·the data given in Table X is used. More 
simulations can be made using the likely costs. This 1 data is _given 
·111 ·-Table XII. Three 2-year simulations are made using the proposed 
; 
(li IJ 
decision rules and_ eight 2-year simulations are made using the decision-----t 
rules presently used. 
·)·.. I 
The t-statistic can now be computed as shown in. Figure 5. ·After 
, ' 
comparing this statistic with a table -value, we can state with 95% 
confidence that the use of the proposed- decis"ion· rules will res·u1t in 
I • 
l 
a lower total cost. 
The difference in confidence level of these two tests can be 
explained' by noting ·that more data is used in the t-test. The t-test 
uses 11 pi~ees of data while Scheffe 's test is restricted to 4 pieces 
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.. Shortage 1Jodel Delivery Cost 
. :,: .co···. ·. ·--c:;;x~, Cost 
$?.0"00 $12000 $5000 
' 
·-, 
1.3462 1 $ 25377073 $ 246-)F- 73 • .... .:;.; (J,,/J 0 $ 23967 0 73 
-. 32232067 31488.,67 30837.067 
·-- . 
2 184375090 183543090 182815 .. 90 j• ' • 
- 636820 50 .. 62850050 62122,,50 
~3846 l 21830035 21078035 
,·:' 20420.35 
24307 .. 87 . 23563087 22912~87 
2 61340015 60508"15 59780615 
29996022 29164022 28436c22 
-
.0385 .. 1 20553058 19801 .. 58 
~:..._,. 19143 .. 58 
21455056 2071105-6 




2 17056092 16224 .. 92 15496n92 . 
-.. ,) 
' 17871083 17039083 16311083 
., 
' 1.3462 ' 1 17490026 16738,,27 16080027 
' .. 
-
, . 24023091 23279" 91 226280'91 . - L. 
2 180137'0 32 179305~32 178577 e32 
--1- 51554al3 56722013 55994.13 
-
. . 3846 1 ' ,, 13942089 l3190a89 12532089 
16099 .. 11 l:5355?11 14704011 we::,:L .... , 
·--
2 57101064 56269064 55541064 
23867086 23035086 22307 c87 
I'". 
-~= ~ f 
... 
.. 0385 1 12666012 '11914012 11256012 
13246081 12502081 11851 a8l " 
2 12818041 1}986e41 11258-~41 
11743049 10911('50 10183050 ! 
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Where:. 
and are.sample means of data . Table XII., X y in .?,, 
,i), 
" and A unbiased estimates of the deviation ax cr are y 
.. ;,_ 
c:__, of the data. 
are the number in eac~sa~ple. 
.-
" is the nuniber of degrees of freedom. 
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. . I s~ . · CONCLUSION 
We have discussed a method for ~olvirig a multi-delivery inventory 
system by using dynamic programming and markov processes. Dynamic, 
' · programming is used as a search technique in finding op~imal solutions "· 
wh-ile markov. processes is used so that the pro!Jabilistic nature of the 
problem can be taken into consideration. 
,_ j 
I 
. i-. :· 
. ).- -
Dynamic programming has been very helpful for it indeed has reduced 
s:. 
the computation time. Markov processes has given us a way ro' handle 
a probabilistic demand, however, it has also increased the computation 
' i : 
. time· and negated some of the progress made.,,wi th dynamic programming. 
I 1, It is in this area where further study might be made. It might be 
. 
. suggested that rather than working with the demand distribution du~ing 
the transition stage in the problem, one should use the mean of the 
. distribution for· computing total costs: and use the standard deviation 
' for comput~ng safety stock. This process would again cut down the 
. ~~~ computing time. This process would not be as pure, but the saving8' in -
time may make it attr;:1.ctive especial y when the demand distribution is 
not kn-own with high confidence an 
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